
40w Stage Lightning with 36 LED RGB - Sound Sync
and DMX Master-Slave Modes, Remote Control

for Party Show DJ Disco

PLDJLT44
4 Par Light DJ Kit
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To optimize the performance of this product, please read these operating 
instructions carefully to familiarize yourself with the basic operations of this 
unit. These instructions contain important safety information regarding the 
use and maintenance of this unit. Please keep this manual with the unit, for 
future reference.

Features:
  • 7 Lights E�ect Options: Static Color/Color Changing/Color Fade/Auto Program/   
    Sound Activated/Master-Slave/DMX Control
  • Adjustable Speed 
  • Includes Advanced Intelligent Digital Display

Manual Function 

DMX Channel

A001~511 7CH DMX model jump �ash: The DMX information has been  
connected.

 
D001~A511

 
4CH DMX model jump �ash: The DMX information has been 

 connected.

 SLAU

 

Slave mode

 
CF01~CF99

 

Gradual change, the larger the value, the faster the color changes

 

CJ01~CJ99

 

Jump

 

change, the larger the value, the faster the color changes

 

CP01~CP99 Pulse change, the larger the value, the faster the color changes

CT01~CT99 Strobe, the larger the value, the faster strobe speed 

RGB LED bright value setting, but it is not related to other model         

DEMO Automatic demo mode
SOUND Sound mode

7 Channel Instructions 
Channel 1:

 
Total dimming 

 
Channel 2: R dimming 

 Channel 3: G dimming 

Channel 4: B dimming 

Channel 5: 0: The color is the same, and the RGB is bright at the same time 

1~255：Color change, the greater the value, the faster the 
change 

Channel 6 0: No �ash.
 

1~255：Color change, the larger the value, the faster the strobe
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LED Maximum Setting Method

Channel 7: 0~50: Manual mode 1 to 6 channels are valid

51~100: Manual color selection RGB-GB-RB-B-RG-G-R

101~150: Seven-color gradient. The larger the value, the faster
 the change

151~200: Seven-color pulse change. The larger the value, the 
faster the change

201~250: Seven-color jump. The larger the value, the faster the
change

251~255: Sound mode The larger the value, the faster the change

4 Channel Instructions
Channel 1: Total dimming

Channel 2: R dimming 

Channel 3: G dimming 

Channel 4: B dimming 

Display

_512-->R***-->G***-->B***-->_512...
_512: DMX Setting mode

R/G/B***: Manual setting mode. Press MENU shortly to 
switch mode and press ENTER shortly to save

Manual activation
method

Active: Press and hold MENU key for 5 seconds, and then 
press MENU key for 5 seconds to close.

DMX Activation
method

In SLAU mode, console 1, 2, 3, 4 channels are set to 1, 2, 3, 
4 respectively

Channel 1: Maximum red light

Channel 2: Maximum green light

Channel 3: Maximum blue light

Channel 4: The save setting When moving from 0-150 or 161-255 to 
151-160, saving the current operation, and closing the �rst 3-channel 
function. The LED is also closed. And when moving from 0-150 or 161-
255 to 151-160 again, opening the �rst 3-channel and the LEDOS.

Channel 5: Completely exit dimming mode when moved from 0 ≤ 150 
or 161 ≤ 255 interval to 151 ≤ 160



Remote Control Instructions 

      Standby key: Press this key to enter standby state when normal operation, 
motor, LED do not supply power, display BYBY. Press this key to restart the machine 
while in standby, reset the motor, and enter standby mode.

      UP increase key: This key can be used to set address code and increase LED 
brightness

      DOWN deceasing key: This key can be used to set address code and decrease 
LED  brightness

      DMX mode: Switch to DMX mode in any mode

      Automatic mode: Press this key to switch to automatic mode when it is not in 
automatic mode. Press this key to switch automatic mode in automatic mode 
A1~A7 press UP/down key can adjust motor speed

      Sound mode: Press this key to switch to sound mode when it is not in sound 
mode. Press this key to switch sound mode S1/S2 in sound mode.

Following are Remote manual mode, which is similar to DMX manual mode.
Press any key can to enter into manual mode.

      Red light button: Single press function: red light (brightness can be adjusted by 
UP/ DOWN key)-> turn o� red light-> red light turns on->..

      Green light button: Single press function: green light (brightness can be 
adjusted by UP/ DOWN key)-> turn o� green light-> green light turns on->..
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Mode Selection

Remote manual mode is the same as DMX manual mode
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      Blue light button: Single press function: blue light (brightness can be adjusted 
by UP/ DOWN key)-> turn o� blue light-> blue light turns on->..

      White light button: This button does not need to be used.

      Motor speed regulation: This button does not need to be used.

      Jump speed adjustment: Press this key to adjust the color jump speed from 
slow to fast.

      Gradient speed adjustment: Press this key to adjust the color gradient rate from 
slow to fast

      Strobe speed regulation: Press the key to adjust the strobe speed.

Questions? Issues?
We are here to help!
Phone: (1) 718-535-1800
Email: support@pyleusa.com




